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When applying for Lingnan (University) College in Guangzhou, I had never heard about the 
city before. My criteria’s when looking for exchange was to end up somewhere far away to be 
able to experience and live in a culture completely different from the Swedish one. 
Guangzhou turned out to be the perfect match. It is the third largest city in China and the 
weather is nice and warm. Guangzhou is located in southern China and is a great hub to 
experience more of China and Asia. If you like to travel, my advice is to start as soon as 
possible because I can assure you that the time will fly by faster than you expect. During my 
exchange, I travelled to Guilin, Shanghai, Beijing, Lijiang, Hong Kong and some places in 
Asia and really enjoyed seeing different parts. However, tickets etc are expensive so if you’re 
planning to do some travel during your exchange, bring some extra money. If not, Guangzhou 
is a very cheap to live so there’s no problem surviving on CSN there.  
 
To enter China you have to apply for an X2-visa, which is a student permit visa that gives you 
a single entry into China and 180 days in the country. The visa doesn’t allow you to leave 
China, not even for Hong Kong or Macao, so to be able to travel outside of China you need a 
resident permit that entitles you with a multiple entry visa. You have to put a lot of effort and 
work in to get the multiple entries visa (for example: do a full body health check at the 
hospital, find an apartment and register at the police) but it is definitely worth the effort in my 
opinion. The process takes about two weeks so start with it immediately if you would like to 
go away during Golden Week (Chinese holiday in October) for example.  
 
The university doesn’t provide accommodation for exchange students but you can easily look 
for an off-campus apartment through real estate agents near the North Gate of Sun Yat-Sen 
University. The tricky part is to communicate with the agent, the landlord and signing the 
contracts since everything is in Chinese but your buddy will most likely assist and help you 
with all that. Since I was the only student from Stockholm University, I ended up sharing a 
flat with three Danish students. Accommodation is one of few things that are expensive in 
Guangzhou and the rent will be about 3000-4000 kr/month plus management fees, electricity 
and water.  
 
Before you leave Sweden for China, make sure to download a VPN-software on your 
computer and smartphone. Otherwise you won’t be able to use websites such as Facebook, 
Gmail, Google maps or Instagram, and it will be difficult to keep contact with people back 
home. There are free one’s available like Betternet but I recommend that you pay for a better 
one (I used Express VPN) since you will be away for a long time. 
 
The university has a great buddy-program and every exchange student will receive a Chinese-
speaking buddy before arrival in China. Everyone in China uses Wechat (an extended version 
of messenger more or less), which makes it really easy to keep contact with exchange 
students, buddies, and even teachers. The courses at Lingnan was okay but had lower quality 
than Swedish one’s. Participation and attendance is part of the grades, which sometimes can 
feel a bit demanding, but it was overall quite easy to get good grades. A recommendation is 
the Love, Marriage and Family Change course, which sounds really lame but ended up being 
the most interesting course I had.  
 
I had a wonderful experience and time in Guangzhou and met amazing people from all over 
the world. I don’t regret for a second that I went and can definitely recommend it to other 
people. 


